Fossoway Primary School
Learning Overview

Term 1
Primary 2
Literacy





Numeracy and Mathematics
Develop my use of openers and connectives
within sentences that I write
Using phonemes to spell and read new
vocabulary accurately
Use vocabulary related to our learning
context in our writing
Read a variety of texts, including the internet
to find and share information

Health and Wellbeing





I will use various skills in order to control a
ball during games and activities
I will develop my skills in working with
others, considering how to treat others
respectfully
I will become aware of the different jobs
which exist within my community


Skills we will develop




Asking questions which extend my
understanding
Listen to others, selecting information I
might need
Sharing resources within a team







I will be able to find the missing piece to 10
I will be able to gather data and present
information using pictograms
Identify shapes and spot symmetrical items
in my surrounding environment
Count numbers within 100, recognising and
identifying patterns which exist
Add and subtract one from a number within
20

Highlights from other areas of the Curriculum



I will show awareness technology around us
and how this helps in our daily lives
I will develop my skills in using materials to
construct models

Interdisciplinary Learning




Develop my understanding of how land is
using in my surrounding area
Develop my skills in gathering information
and sharing this with others
I will be able to identify similarities and
differences in how I live compared to the life
of people in the past

Notes about the upcoming Term




We will continue to use play to develop our understanding of the world and our learning context
We will take part in Bounce Back activities
We will use the outdoors to learn more about our community and the environment we live and work in

